
These Elevator Systems Will

Take You To The Top!!



PANORAMIC ELEVATORS

The most distinctive feature that distinguishes panoramic elevators from 
other elevator models is that one or more of their waLLs are produced as 
glass. In this way, it offers a Visual pleasure. These glasses should be unb- 
reakable or shatter-proof when broken, protecting the safety of panora
mic elevator users.Generally, panoramic elevators are preferred more in 
business centers, shopping malts, entertainment centers, hôtels, restau
rants, big métro and train stations.lt has various carrying capacities from 
4 people to 21 people.Another feature of panoramic elevators is that 
they can be installed inside the building as well as outside the building. 
For this reason, it provides the advantage of use in the building.



HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS

HydrauLic elevators are more preFerred in résidences, Factories, shopping 
malls and villas where there is no machine room inside the building and 
where the user traFFic density is low. In this System, inside the elevator 
shaFt; there is an elevator cabin, carrier carcass, cylinder piston System, 
suspension device, counterweight device iF there are buFFers.
The engine room oF the hydraulic elevator is usually designed to be on the 
ground Floor. In the engine room, there is an oil boiler and hydraulic 
System, control panel and hoses through which the hydraulic Fluid pas
ses.Hydraulic elevators are suitable For transporting passengers and Frei- 
ght. Hydraulic elevators can operate at a height between 2 and 6 Floors at 
speeds oF 0.125 m / sec to 1 m / sec.



ELECTRIC ELEVATORS

Passenger elevators should be manufacturée! in accordance with 
the traffic calculations made during the project design phase of 
the buildings and common elevator projects. Comfort, interior 
décoration and hygiene of human elevators are also important 
according to the place of use. Elevator cabins can be decorated



VEHICLE ELEVATOR

VehicLe Lifts are used extensively in automotive companies, car parking 
Lots and car maintenance and repair services.
One of the most important factors in the project of vehicle elevators; is 
the height, width and weight of the vehicle. Therefore, attention should 
be paid to these features in the production of vehicle Lifts. Another factor 
in the use of the car Lift is; It enables the use of the vehicle elevator cabin 
button in a way that the vehicle driver does not need to get out of the ve- 
hicle.ln accordance with the standards of the Elevator Régulation, it is a 
Legal requirement to hâve a car door in the car elevator cabin. In vehicle 
elevators in the form of a platform; the standards of the machine safety 
régulation are based on.



ELEVATOR FOR DISABLES

These type of elevators are designed so that people who are too uncom- 
fortable to climb stairs or élévations can easily overcome these obstacles. 
Disabled elevators can be produced in the desired color and size accor- 
ding to the condition of the building. Disabled elevators differ from other 
elevator Systems with their features such as lower level of floor and cabin 
buttons and their horizontal position, and their embossed button buttons.



ELEVATORS WITHOUT MACHINE ROOM

On the other hand, gearless machine motor technology has been introdu- 
ced in order to realize the use of elevators in buildings without machine 
room.Thanks to these elevator motors, the machine room problem is eli- 
minated. Due to the frequency control of the elevator machine motor, it 
offers comfort to the user with its précisé stop, take-off, silent and vibra- 
tion-free operation during the travel of the elevator cabin.Gearless mac
hine motors save more energy than geared machine motors.The elevators 
in this System are mostly used in résidences, bus terminais, airports, mul- 
ti-storey business centers and shops, shopping malls and buildings where 
cultural, health and éducation services are provided.Architects and buil
ding designers prefer elevators without machine room in terms of energy 
efficiency, saving in usage area, pleasure and comfort.Advantages of ele
vators without machine room: It saves space as it takes up less space even 
if it contains a building. It is suitable for ail types of structures as it is 
easily applicable. It is economical as it saves 40%  energy. Thanks to the 
gearless elevator machine, it éliminâtes noise pollution. Operation of ge
arless machines is extremely reliable, silent and vibration free. Suitable 
for structures with heavy human traffic It does not add extra load to the 
static load of the building.



AUTOMATIC ELEVATOR

Automatic elevators provide simplicity and convenience in terms of use with their com- 
fort and safety.Today, construction companies prefer to use automatic elevators rather 
than semi-automatic elevators in their projects. In addition, they offer Visual value to 
their projects and comfort to their users by using automatic elevators.
In case of power outages, it reaches the nearest Floor thanks to the bringing unit to the 
Floor and opens its doors automatically. While the elevator closes its automatic doors, if 
it detects someone between the door, it automatically opens its doors by the activation 
of the photocell. Therefore, automatic elevators hâve a safer use.



STRETCHER ELEVATOR

Stretcher LiftsStretcher elevators can be preferred in terms of carrying 
capacity up to 1.600 Kg, 2.000 kg and 2.500 Kg, according to the car speed 
f rom 0.40 m / sec to 3 m / sec.
Usage areas are generally structures such as hospitals, health centers, 
health centers and nursing homes.The size of the stretcher Lift must be of a 
standard that can carry at Least 1 stretcher and 1 companion. Stretcher ele- 
vator cabins should comply with hygiene rules in terms of health and antiba- 
cterial measures should be taken. The interior décoration of stretcher eleva
tors, also known as patient elevators, is designed in stainless Steel and the 
Light LeveL should be at a LeveL that wiLL not disturb the patient. Stretcher 
elevator cabin buttons are lower than other elevators and are wider than 
normal on doors. Necessary précautions should be taken against power 
cuts.Stretcher elevators can be preferred as semi-automatic, fully automatic 
or hydraulic.



FOOD ELEVATOR

Food Lift is an elevator model that people cannot enter due to its intended 
use and dimensions. They are the preferred elevator types in places such as 
restaurants, restaurants and cafés with more than one floor in order to 
avoid spilling food, trays, orders and dishes and to create image pollution 
around.

This type of elevator, also known as the Service Elevator, is générally used 
in restaurants, hôtels and villas to carry the kitchen and food supplies from 
the kitchen to the place to eat.The carrying capacity of service elevators is 
between 50 kg and 300 kg. Food elevator cabin and doors should be prefer
red with stainless Steel in order to be hygienic.ln food elevators, guillotine 
doors are generally preferred because they do not occupy much space. Ac- 
cording to the user's request, a shelf System can be built into the food eleva 
tor cabin.



FREIGHT ELEVATORS

Goods or material carrying capacity of the elevator is more important than 
the freight elevators, comfort and speed. It is mostly used in buildings such 
as warehouses, shopping malts, factories where freight transport is intense. 
In this type of freight elevators, the drive System can be preferred mechani- 
cally or hydraulically. It can be produced in various capacities from 500 Kg to 
10,000 Kg.There are different models of freight elevators, such as reciproca- 
ting freight elevators, roped freight elevators, scissor freight elevators, and 
ramp freight elevators, depending on their usage.Piston freight elevators 
are a type of elevator with a traveling distance of 1 to 9 meters and a carr
ying capacity of up to 2,000 kg.The rope hoists are 10,000 kg with a traveling 
distance of 10 to 30 meters. It is a type of elevator with a carrying capacit- 
y.Scissor lifts are a type of elevator with high carrying capacity but less 
travel distance.Ramped freight elevators are a type of elevator that is gene- 
rally used in outdoor environments and aims to save on usage area.
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